Task 1: 3rd Graders ⇒ 2nd Graders

★ Write about **GOOD experiences** you had during the school trip.

[Other students' opinions]

★ Write about **BAD experiences** you had during the school trip.

[Other students' opinions]

★ Write about two things students **should do** during the school trip.

[Other students' opinions]

★ Write about two things students **should NOT do** during the school trip.

[Other students' opinions]

★ Write about things you **should have taken** along for the school trip. Why did you think so?

[Other students' opinions]
Written Exchange Task

Task 2 : 2nd Graders ⇒ 3rd Graders

★Read the advice from the 3rd graders and give comments freely.

[Other students' comments]

★Ask some questions to the 3rd graders about the school trip.
Written Exchange Task

Task 3: 3rd Graders ⇒ 2nd Graders

★Answer the questions from the 2nd graders.

★Give comments or advice freely about the school trip to the 2nd graders.
★Write about **GOOD experiences** you had during the school trip.

[Other students' opinions]

★Write about **BAD experiences** you had during the school trip.

[Other students' opinions]

★Give comments freely about the school trip to the 3rd graders.